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writing portable programs - princeton university computer ... - • writing portable programs in c
–sources of heterogeneity –data types, evaluation order, byte order, char set, … • reading period and final
exam –important dates –practice exams • lessons from cos 217 –course wrap-up –have a great summer! write
portable code, protect your investment - mapusoft - write portable code, protect your investment keep
your code, change your os eclipse-based code migration and optimization tool mapusoft 1-877-mapusoft
mapusoft technologies™ is the leading provider of embedded software solutions and services designed to
protect software in- writing portable and safe c/c++ programs - nick urbanik - writing portable and safe
c/c++ programs c programming for engineers ... • a portable program can be compiled and will run
successfully on many different com-pilers, operatingsystems and hardware platforms with little or no changeto
the source ... • do not write code that assumes either. 2 safe programming 2.1 what is a secure program?
writing code for microcontrollers - oregon state university - writing code for microcontrollers
programming quotations "c is quirky, flawed, and an enormous success." - dennis ritchie “debugging is twice
as hard as writing the code in the first place. therefore, if you write the code as cleverly as possible, you are,
by definition, not smart enough to debug it.” – brian kernighan notes on writing portable programs in c - 4
1 foreword we will call a program portable if adapting it to a new environment is easier than rewriting it for
that environment. this document is mainly for those who have never ported a program to another platform | a
speci c hardware and software environment | and, evidently, for those who plan to write large systems which
interfacing c and tal in the tandem environment - used to write portable code and to import products
from outside vendors into the tandem environment. the purpose ofthis paperis to provide information to
development, support, and ... interfacing c and tal in the tandem environment inc. tandem {} {{= (==) ...
developing portable cuda c/c++ code with hemi - developing portable cuda c/c++ code with hemi
software development is as much about writing code fast as it is about writing fast code, and central to rapid
development is software reuse and portability. when building heterogeneous applications, developers must be
able to share code between projects, platforms, compilers, and target architectures. i’ve got to hand it to
you; portable programming techniques - when you employ portable programming techniques, you are
practicing defensive programming. when your program is delivered and before it can be put into production,
other programmers may need to ‘fine tune’ it. robust code requires fewer modifications and therefore fewer
introduced problems. but how do you write programs that are portable ... ar evelopment - university of
florida - this allows the compiler to vectorize applicable parts of your code which yields a speed increase. an
example command line compile would look something like this. libraries: the advantage of these options is that
you can write portable code that can be reconfigured at compile time but still utilize hardware when
applicable. tangram: a high-level language for performance portable ... - tangram: a high-level
language for performance portable code synthesis 5 found when using conventional linearized arrays. the
container object also aids the compiler, since consecutive accesses along a high dimension can be inferred and
proper optimizations applied. tangram codelets only accept scalars or containers as parameters. a wrapwriting your own subprocedures and functions in visual basic 6 - writing your own subprocedures and
functions in visual basic 6 here's an example of some code that we can place in the click event procedure a
command button which adds two numbers, and displays the result in a message box. again, nothing fancy
here, but it will illustrate my point perfectly. private sub command1_click() dim intfirst as integer porting to
64-bit gnu/linux systems - fedora - that developers have to be aware of for portable programming and
porting. this paper illustrates some problems on port-ing an application to 64-bit and also shows how use a
64-bit system as development plat-form for both 32-bit and 64-bit code. it will give hints especially to
application and library developers on writing portable code using the it’s hip to be open - graphics and
technology | amd - write portable code. hip offers several benefits over opencl: developers can code in c++,
and mix host and device c++ code in their source files. hip c++ code can use templates, lamdbas, classes,
etc. hip api is less verbose than opencl, and c++ is familiar to cuda developers. writing portable c code:
the sas institute experience - writing portable c code: the sas institute experience richard d. langston sas
institute inc. this paper illustrates how sas institute inc. went about converting a large software system from
pl/i and ibm® 370 assembly language into a new ver sion written almost entirely in c. the paper briefly
opencl™ parallel computing for cpus and gpus - amd - write accelerated portable code across different
devices and architectures with amd’s implementations you can… leverage cpus, amd’s gpus, to accelerate
parallel computation opencl™ 2 opencl public release for multi-core cpu and amd’s gpu’s december 2009
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